
Scan Badge & Edit Lead

Point the “Scan Window” at the badge
and press the “Barcode Scanner Button”
until you hear the “beep” signifying a
scan has been registered.

NOTE: Notice the “Last Show Lead
Saved” dialog box is now populated with
information scanned.

TIP: The remaining sections and steps
of this quick guide are only applicable
if you wish to edit or add information to
the attendee record.

Touch the “Edit Lead” button.
Here you will see the primary attendee
information. You may tap on any of the
fields to activate the keyboard for
editing.

Touch the “Qualify Lead” button.  Here
you will be taken directly to our
standard survey questions.  If you have
ordered custom surveys, you will be
taken directly to your survey.
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Recording Voice Notes

You may add voice annotations to your
leads to gain additional information
about the attendee. To add voice
annotations to the last lead scanned,
touch the “Add Audio” icon located at
the bottom of the home screen.

Touch the “Record New” button and
begin speaking your voice annotation.

Touch “Stop & Save” when finished.

NOTE: You may record up to a 60 second
annotation. Multiple annotations may be
recorded for each lead.

Notice the Audio File number on the
screen confirming the file was saved.
Touch “Back” to return to the home
screen.

NOTE:

Random Drawings

You can create drawings for prizes with
ShowLeads Mobile App!

To do this, touch the “Settings” button in
the upper right hand corner of the home
screen and select “Random Drawing” from
the menu.

Enter the prize name and description.
You can choose to allow the same person
to win multiple prizes.  Once you have
Made your selections, touch the “Pick
Winner” button.

NOTE:

Random drawings are unique to each app
code and are not combined.  The random
drawing information is available in the TRC
leads portal when downloading the leads.If recording is not manually

stopped, ShowLeads will stop
the message automatically at
60 seconds.
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